Although since it’s very beginning the purpose of International Humanitarian Law (IHL) was to make war more humane (United Nations Environment Programme, 2009, p. 4), the international community is increasingly concerned with the protection of objects that are not directly related with human suffering. An important anxiety in terms of IHL and its application concerns the protection of the environment during the armed conflict. The environment was not even mentioned in international documents regulating conduct in the war until Additional Protocol I (AP I) of Geneva Conventions (GC’s) came into force in 1977. With the realization of an inevitable need to regulate protection of the environment during armed conflicts, it, however, was left to do for the norms, such as Articles 35(3) and 55 of AP I, which is subjects of intensive criticism (Bothe et al., 2010, pp. 576–578). According to the author’s opinion, criticism of these norms should not be of the most prioritized concern. An extremely sensitive issue and quite a remarkable gap in IHL is a questionable sufficiency of regulation for the protection of the environment during non-international armed conflict (NIAC). Gaps in international law usually attract the attention of legal scholars. They try to elaborate on legal contributions and disputes, how it would be possible to solve the problem. This, however, is not the case in environmental protection during the NIAC. After some research, the author came to the conclusion, that there are very few contributions regarding this issue. Scholars tend to focus on the criticism of Articles 35 (3) and 55 of the AP I, analyze norms applicable to the protection of the environment in IACs and are quite reluctant to get into a deeper analysis of internally armed conflicts. Nonetheless, it is generally acknowledged by most of them that legal regulation tends to be insufficient on this matter (Bouvier, 1991).

Therefore, this article examines the question whether the current legal framework on the protection of the environment during the non-
international armed conflicts, given the absence of explicit and direct provisions, nonetheless may be deemed as sufficient for this protection. This is to be achieved by analyzing if there are any explicit or implicit statutory obligations dispersed in other than IHL branches of written or customary law that may contribute to the integrity of the framework. The underlying problem of the possible legal vacuum and the lack of existing legal framework on the above-mentioned issue in written and customary norms, directly and indirectly regulating the protection of the environment in internally armed conflicts, will be examined first. Afterwards, an answer to the question “Is the legal framework, provided in international humanitarian and other branches of law, sufficient for the sound protection of the environment during the non-international armed conflict?” may be found. In the final part of this research, the author proposes possible ways to improve the situation in terms of legislature and enforcement.

Existing Relevant Law
Provisions relevant to the research can be found in documents of international environmental law, human rights law, international humanitarian law and international criminal law. The customary humanitarian law provides customary rules, when application of written (treaties’) obligations due to their vagueness and/or high threshold of applicability is complex. The mechanism of environmental protection in internally armed conflicts is an outcome of different types of law merging together for the sake of environmental protection.

Legal Framework
Despite the fact that Geneva Conventions do not include environmental norms, Additional Protocol I, which applies during times of international armed conflicts, made a huge step forward with Articles 35 (3) and 55. Art. 55 establishes a general obligation to protect the environment during armed conflict, but this obligation for belligerent states is aimed at the protection of civilian population. Article 35(3) is meant to protect the environment as such. Although a subject to criticism mostly referring to the high threshold of applicability, these articles were a first step towards the recognition of the necessity of environmental norms in the law of war. Because of the notably narrow regulation of Common Article 3 and the majority of the conflicts after 1945 being internal, the adoption of Additional Protocol II (hereinafter — AP II) was more than necessary. Despite the absence of explicit environmental norms in Additional Protocol II, an implicit environmental provision exists. Article 14 prohibits attacks against “foodstuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops, livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works,” objects that are “indispensable to the survival of the civilian population.” Article 15 prohibits attacks against dangerous forces, such as dams, dykes and nuclear electrical generating stations, if “attack may cause the release of dangerous forces and consequent severe losses among the civilian population.” These two provisions are clearly aimed at protection of the civilian population, nonetheless, the environmental impact of the provisions is also evident.

In The 1971 UN Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, the purpose of protecting the population and the environment is expressed in Article 2: “In implementing the provisions of this Article all necessary safety precautions shall be observed to protect populations and the environment”. The convention prohibits the use of biological agents “in any circumstances” if it does not have justification for using it for peaceful purposes. It suggests that the Convention applies in times of non-international armed conflict. Part 2 of Art. 1 specifically prohibits hostile purposes and using bacteriological agents in war.
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The 1977 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD) prohibits, in terms of the environmental protection, technical and scientific manipulation of natural processes, which may affect the environment, and when this manipulation is used as a weapon.

Art. 1 of the Convention does not make the distinction between IACs and NIACs. On the contrary, it says “not to engage in military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques” (emphasis added). Presumably applicable in NIAC, the basic obligation in Article 1 is constructed very similarly to the wording of AP I of GC’s. There is one crucial difference though. While AP I requirements “Widespread, long-lasting and severe” are cumulative, ENMOD convention uses the conjunction “or”, which implies that only one of the requirements can be sufficient for the Convention to apply. Being of the lower threshold than AP I, and, moreover, applicable in NIAC, the ENMOD convention has its disadvantages. Firstly, it is not created for the protection of the environment. A careful reading of Article 1 (1) shows that it seeks to prevent injury of another state party, not the environment per se.15 Tarasofsky names several points of criticism of ENMOD: “No prohibition exists against the damaging environment of nonparties or to the global commons. [...] it does not prevent testing and development of environmental modification techniques.”19 This argument, however, can be rebutted by saying that in case of damage while using techniques for non-hostile purposes, international environmental law and its prohibitions apply. However, the above-described imperfections of the Convention may explain the fact that only 76 states are parties to it. Therefore, the ENMOD convention cannot be considered as a strong instrument contributing to the environmental protection in NIACs.

In 1980, the Certain Conventional Weapons Convention (hereinafter — the CCWC) based on three general principles of IHL — unnecessary suffering, distinction and limited means of warfare, was signed.10 Three original protocols on non-detectable fragments, mines, booby-traps and other devices and incendiary weapons were adopted together with the treaty in 1980. Talking about crucial steps in the development of international law documents applicable in NIAC, it should be emphasized that the amendment of the Article 1(2)11 extended the CCWC and its protocols’ application to the NIAC that are described in Common Article 3, that sets the lower threshold for the internal conflict to be considered as such than does the AP II. This broadens the scope of application to the nowadays’ most common armed conflicts. The preamble of the Convention recalls prohibition “to employ methods or means of warfare which are intended, or may be expected, to cause widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural environment.”

The CCWC Protocol III relating Incendiary Weapons refers to prohibition „to make forests or other kinds of plant cover the object of attack by incendiary weapons.” Other protocols do not refer to the environment by any means directly or indirectly. However, prohibition of such indiscriminate weapons itself is a type of the environmental protection, especially regarding its application in NIAC. Unfortunately, only 114 states have signed the Convention, and only 75 states recognize the application of the Convention in NIAC, as in amended article 1(2).14

The 1995 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons, regulate the use of toxic chemicals and their precursors, which has been established in the context quite similar to
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the BWC — “never under any circumstances.”15
In Art. 2 (9), this Convention indicates peaceful purposes of using chemical substances that are not prohibited. Therefore, an inference can be made that the Convention of Chemical Weapons is applicable in times of peace, international and non-international armed conflicts.

For the applicability of International Environmental Law in Times of Non-International Armed Conflict, it is logical to refer to binding environmental treaties and environmental soft law instruments. The following question can be asked: Does the environmental law continue to apply during the internally armed conflict?

In the legal doctrine, the principle *clausula rebus sic stantibus* is one of the justifications for terminating the application of certain treaties. Moreover, in a case of an armed conflict, principle *specialia generalibus derogant* applies. Wartime laws are undoubtedly specialia and prevail over peacetime laws.

According to Voneky, peacetime treaties cease to apply in times of hostilities due to the following reasons: (1) treaties expressly provide for continuance during war, (2) treaties are compatible with the maintenance of war, (3) treaties creating international regime or status, (4) human rights treaties and (5) *ius cogens* rules and obligations *erga omnes*16.

However, treaties compatible with the maintenance of war raise fewer questions, so do human rights treaties, which are proclaimed not to cease to be applied in a case of an armed conflict by the International Court of Justice17.

Human rights treaties, though being designed for the protection of human rights, protect the environment via proper exercising of the former. Since the above-mentioned treaties are primarily meant to apply in the peacetime, it is logical that they do not make the distinction between the NIAC and the IAC. Attention has to be paid to soft law instruments, such as Stockholm Declaration18, Rio Declaration19, World Charter for Nature, the UN GA resolution 47/3729 and also the UNESCO convention for the protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.

However, principles established in the soft law are not binding. In order to invoke any legal obligations, these principles have to approach international customary law stage. In times of an armed conflict, it “could not reasonably meet the test of general practice and *opinio juris*.”20

Continued applicability of International Environmental Law is of a grave importance, showing rapid evolution and spread of environmental awareness. Nonetheless, it still lacks efficiency to provide the proper protection during times on the NIAC.

Analyzing the Statutes of International Criminal Tribunals and environmental protection, any kind of prohibition functions the best if it criminalizes the conduct. Thus, leaving aside Nuremberg, when modern IHL and environmental norms were only started to be established in treaties, a look can be taken at the statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia (hereinafter — the ICTY), the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (hereinafter — the ICTR) and the International Criminal Court (hereinafter — the ICC).

Statutes of the ICTY and the ICTR, created to establish the jurisdiction of the tribunals over the crimes committed during the very particular time in the very particular area, fail to explicitly name environmental damages in the list of crimes.

By way of interpretation and especially bearing in mind the significance of environmental damage in the Former Yugoslavia21, it can be concluded that environmental issues are covered, at least
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partially, by Article 3 of the statute of the ICTY and Article 4 of the statute of the ICTR.

Regarding the Rome Statute, one of the crimes, over which the ICC has jurisdiction, is in the Article 8(2)(b) (iv) described prohibition to launch an attack causing “widespread, long-term, and severe damage to the environment that would be clearly excessive to […] the military advantage anticipated.” However, this ICC statute article is very controversial and does not favourably collaborate with this research for the environmental protection in times of the NIAC mostly due to its inapplicability in the NIAC. Articles 8(2) (c) and (e), that name crimes punishable within non-international armed conflicts, do not include environmental crimes in the list.

In Human Rights treaties, the link between human rights and the environmental law can be drawn from the perspective of the third generation human rights, right to the healthy environment being one of them. It is especially well developed under the European system in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights as indirect protection of human rights in times of the NIAC mostly due to its inapplicability in the NIAC. Articles 8(2) (c) and (e), that name crimes punishable within non-international armed conflicts, do not include environmental crimes in the list.

According to Voneky confirming sufficient state practice for application of certain kinds of peacetime treaties or provisions in times of armed conflict. The above-mentioned rules of human rights treaties can be attributed to “treaties that are compatible with the maintenance of war.” Hence, it may be concluded that human rights law indirectly contributes to the sufficiency of environmental protection during the internally armed conflict because human rights' instruments' provisions regulating private life, property, do not cease to apply. Absence of such provisions in human rights treaties can be attributed to “treaties that are compatible with the maintenance of war.” Hence, it may be concluded that human rights law indirectly contributes to the sufficiency of environmental protection during the internally armed conflict because human rights' instruments' provisions regulating private life, property, do not cease to apply. Absence of such provisions in human rights treaties can be attributed to “treaties that are compatible with the maintenance of war.”

**Customary Law**

The aforementioned lack of clarity in treaties and written obligations suggest the further object of the study — customary international law. First of all, the international customary humanitarian law helps with two main disadvantages we have faced when examining treaty obligations. Treaties only apply to states that have ratified them; consequently, it narrows down the geographical scope of application. Customary law rules are applicable to all parties to the conflict, despite its nature, or whether parties have ratified certain documents or not. It, therefore, fills up some gaps in the regulation of non-international armed conflicts.

A significant study of International Customary Humanitarian Law by the International Committee of the Red Cross (hereinafter — the ICRC) have brought some clarity in what rules exactly can be held as part of it. Customary law study per se does not impose any obligations based on customary law. Nonetheless, the ICRC being quite an authoritative body, it has been rendering the recognition of international community.

Concerning the environmental customary humanitarian law rules, Rule 42 contains a duty of particular care when launching an attack against works and installations containing dangerous forces.
Rule 43 prohibits attacks on the natural environment in the NIACs as well as in the IACs unless it is justified by a military intervention or elements of the environment become a military object\(^{30}\). Normally, the natural environment is considered to be a civilian object\(^{31}\). However, hostilities can change its use or purpose\(^{32}\) and the general principles of the IHL come in use. The Customary Law Study also makes the link between environmental protection and protection of the property in Rule 50\(^{33}\). This prohibition of the destruction of property, not justified by the military necessity, is applicable in internally armed conflicts, as well.

Other customary rules, providing higher protection for the environment in the NIAC, are rules on weapons and their prohibition. Since weapons' conventions only bind parties to them, certain rules of weapons conventions have developed into customary norms, applicable in both the IACs and the NIACs. Laid down in the rules 70–76 of the Customary Law Study, they impose obligations of all the states, regardless of their membership in a certain convention, thus indirectly increasing the level of the environmental protection in the NIACs.

The distinction, unnecessary suffering, proportionality and military necessity — the main principles of IHL— are deeply settled in the international humanitarian customary law.

General IHL principles included in GCs are not applicable in the NIAC as a whole, but these principles, expressed in the rules 7–14 of the customary law study, are considered as applicable in international and internal armed conflicts, as well.

Therefore, even if certain customary law provisions are not applicable in internally armed conflicts or do not cover gaps in treaty obligations, the environmental protection falls under the protection of the main IHL principles. As it has been mentioned before, the elements of the environment are considered as civilian objects\(^{34}\). This is not an absolute prohibition. Attacks against civilian objects are prohibited unless it is justified by the military necessity. Bothe, Bruch, Diamond and Jensen in their article name one of the main issues when applying the main IHL principles — the transformation of the environmental elements into military objectives. Such transformation may justify attacks against the environment directly; therefore, such transformation should be prevented\(^{35}\).

### Evaluating the Law

After the analysis of relevant treaties and customary law, it is now possible to identify deficiencies and merits of the law of a non-international armed conflict when it comes to the protection of the environment and to make inferences on its integrity. In this section, the results of this research will be summarized, answering the question: «Is there a legal framework providing the sufficient environmental protection in times of internally armed conflict?». Despite the variety of legal instruments related to the environment in the NIAC, the environment does not function as an independent subject of protection. Most of the provisions require interpretation or to be linked to civil objects as subjects of the protection. The protection is invoked as a post factum matter, not as a preventive matter. Some documents are indirectly applicable to internal environmental issues only due to the application in other fields, such as disarmament, protection of civilian objectives and protection of property. Certain documents, such as the AP II, set very high level for the application of this document as such, and, therefore, makes it more difficult to apply even the vaguest norms that could favour the environment in the NIAC. The environmental law of war, and especially of non-international “war”, is very much dependent on customary humanitarian law principles\(^{36}\). However, these principles lack authoritativeness. The principle of the military necessity tends to supersede other objectives. Available instruments are also incoherent, dispersed in too many types of sources and in too many agree-
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ments. Terms, that describe the environmental damage, which could be prerequisite for the responsibility, are vague and lack specification. It gives the room for interpretation, which can, and mostly do, do not vary in the advantage of the environment. Back to the beginning of the 90's, initiative to take care of the negligent regulation of the environment in times of war took place in the form of the proposal for the Fifth Geneva Convention on the Protection of the Environment in Time of Armed Conflict. It would have been the document, which had not made the distinction between the NIAC and the IAC. Proposals included requirements to avoid environmental damage, regardless of its connection to any other objects of the protection. They concerned the application of the principle of proportionality and the military necessity. Moreover, the proposals referred to the criterions of “widespread, long-term and severe” in ENMOD Convention and AP I as being too high of the requirement. However, this initiative was turned down, which, according to the author’s opinion, is simply based on the unwillingness of the states to recognize damage to the environmental elements as the matter of as much concern as other negative consequences or effects of war. Customary humanitarian law, in this perspective, cannot do much change either, since it is completely dependent on the state practice. Therefore, the overall assessment of the existing framework for the environmental protection during internal wars cannot be positive. Fortunately, it also cannot be claimed that the environment in a non-international conflict is completely abandoned. There are rules ensuring the very minimal protection. This minimal protection, however, does not amount to the effective legal regime.

Building a New Regime.
Suggestions for the Improvement
In order to upgrade the current system, a posteriori mechanisms have to be introduced as much and as effectively as a priori ones. New and/or improved statutory obligations should avoid indeterminacy. A crucial role has to be granted to transforming the approach of states and societies with the aim of prioritizing environmental concerns. Further in section 3, possible measures of achieving abovementioned purposes are described.

Civil Liability
When the environmental consequences of an internal war get in the way of post-war recovery, it is usually the financial problems that states are facing. Therefore, civil liability for entities responsible for environmental devastation, when such liability is imposed by a specific international organ, would help to solve the problem. “Civil compensation has the potential to provide a rapid and satisfactory route by which environmental damage caused during armed conflict may be redressed as soon as possible after it occurs.” One of the possible means to implement such a measure would rely on the example of the United Nations Compensation Commission (hereinafter — the UNCC) — an independent system established to provide compensations for damage in the Iraq–Kuwait armed conflict. Claims for the environmental damage are also included in the Commission’s framework.

With a compensational system model similar to the UNCC, belligerent parties would see the costs of the conflict, realize them rising. Therefore, they might choose either to cease the hostilities entirely or modify their means and methods of warfare to ensure that the least possible level of damage to the environment is caused. Such a compensational body could accept claims submitted by governments and international organizations representing non-governmental belligerent parties, thus not excluding possibilities to bring claims arising in the situations of an internally armed conflict. If subjects of the claims were not only governments but also other entities, such as organized rebel groups and their leadership, it would increase
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the assurance that the non-governmental belligerent party would assess its combat plans, as well. Full-time functioning of this kind of body, not being limited to one particular issue, would encourage belligerent parties, simply talking, to think before acting. Another suggestion, likewise concerning civil liability, would be to create an international insurance scheme. Such a scheme would receive contributions in a form of international mandatory states’ payments or as part of states’ taxation system, specifically aimed at creating the insurance fund. The use of the fund would be possible in a case of the need to support carrying out environmental post-war cleanups and restorations.

Focus on Existent Legal Framework and National Legislations

Although present rules of the environmental protection in times of an internal conflict are insufficient, it is still capital to develop society’s respect for them by way of teaching international law, incorporating it into military manuals and training. While some rules concerning the issue are only approaching customary law status and the level of the rules being binding is limited, states can always adopt certain practices under the national law. Legal standards in the national legislation can go further than rather narrow international obligations. Since the NIACs are primarily the sovereign matter of the state, sovereign legislation imposing criminal and/or civil liability for military commanders would most likely be effective.

Changes in the International Criminal Law

Many suggestions have been made for establishing international crimes against the environment during the negotiations on the new substantial treaty for the environmental protection in times of war. Some changes, such as the adoption of the Rome Statute, were implemented in International Criminal Law since then. However, the need for international crimes against the environment in the NIACs was not taken into consideration. Therefore, a suggestion in favour of the environmental damage control would be the amendment of the ICC statute including a provision, similar to 8 (2) (b) (iv), to the list of war crimes committed in internal conflicts.

M. A. Drumbl says that “magistrates and judges of the International Criminal Court likely will not have expertise in the areas of environmental law, policy, or science (...)” This could invoke an increase of the costs of proceedings and ineffective jurisprudence. The logical question then is whether the appropriate solution would be an establishment of the new international tribunal in particular for environmental crimes. C. Ripa di Meana in the same above mentioned negotiations contributes to this idea. Implementation of an arbitration institution, dealing with environmental claims not only in times of war, regardless of internal or international, but also in the peace-time, would be another possibility. The question is whether modern society is ready for such drastic changes and whether states are ready to sacrifice a level of their sovereignty for the protection of the environment.

The Need for a New Document

In June 1991 was organized the London Round Table Conference on ‘A “Fifth Geneva” Convention on the Protection of the Environment in Time of Armed Conflict’, which would be applicable not only in the IACs but also in the NIACs. Although the conference did end in the proposal for a new document, such document is still only in the minds of environmental lawyers. However, it does not mean that the need of its adoption has disappeared. Properly arranged and formulated with the support of the states, the new comprehensive document would be
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the most beneficial contribution favouring the environmental protection in times of war. Notwithstanding the unproductive outcome of the conference, suggestions for a new document have been expressed in several contributions of authors until these days. Adding up the proposals, there are three forms in which the new instrument could be adopted — as the 5th Geneva Convention, as the IVth Additional Protocol to Geneva conventions and as the Ecocide Convention (following the example of the Genocide Convention, applicable in times of war as well as in peacetime and criminalizing the environmental damage). Turk and Falk suggested that regardless of the form taken, the new instrument should consider the following elements:

Relation of the environmental damage and principles of proportionality and military necessity. The evocation of these principles should be declared more precisely than only leaving it for the margin of appreciation of military commanders. Even with the adoption of this new instrument or criminalization of environmental damage in the NIAC, the absence of the determination would lead to the same initial problem of the IHL principle of military necessity over-weighting environmental devastation.

Maintaining the prohibitions of disarmament treaties and focusing on the use of these weapons.

Answering the question whether only intentional actions lead to the prosecutable and/or punishable consequences or the rules also should include the negligence.

Specifying types of harm, degrees of responsibility and liability.

Introducing the definition of protected areas, sites, objects, natural processes. It could be done by providing the general definitions or made as a form of a list of protected properties that could be considered as Natural Heritage (similarly to World Heritage List, provided by the World Heritage Convention).

Either establishing new grave environmental breaches of the convention, criminalizing environmental devastation not only in the IAC, but in the NIAC as well, or introducing the notion of ecocide.

Establishing a new body ensuring execution of the new instrument – compensatory and/or (semi)judicial.

The creation of a new legal instrument would definitely be a major contribution to the sufficiency of the legal framework protecting the environment in times of the NIACs. However, creating an effective and sufficient legal regime is not limited to achieving this adoption. The process will be successful only if the international opinion is supportive of the regime. All this requires a thorough and long negotiation process and achievement of genuine consensus among the governments.

Conclusions

Despite the slowly growing concern on the issue, environmental devastation in times of internal conflict still is an underestimated consequence of the hostilities.

Environmental protection in times of NIAC is regulated by a number of incoherent, implicit and quite vague norms that are dispersed in too many types of sources among humanitarian law, international environmental law, international criminal law and human rights law. Elements of the environment are not independent subjects of protection and have to be linked to other subjects of protection, such as civilian objects or human rights. The current legal framework is not sufficient for a proper regulation of environmental protection times of internally armed conflict.

Improvements of the legal framework could have the form of:

Creation of the compensational system model or establishing international insurance scheme, which would prevent potential harms to the environment as well as would help in post-war recovery processes.

Adopting changes in the international criminal law in order to establish international environmental crimes in internal conflicts.

Encouraging states to amend their national legislation.

Adopting a new comprehensive document, exhaustively addressing all the issues and obstacles related to the regulation and implementation of the environmental preservation in times of non-international armed conflicts.
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Аннотация
Охрана окружающей среды во время вооруженных конфликтов редко рассматривается в качестве приоритетной задачи. Учитывая концепцию государственного суверенитета, это особенно проблематично при рассмотрении вопроса о вмешательстве в военные действия и охране окружающей среды в конфликтах, не имеющих международного характера. Определить аспекты, связанные с охраной окружающей среды в вооруженных конфликтах, не просто. Но, несмотря на то, что эти вопросы регулируются в различных международных документах, их непосредственное применение в вооруженных конфликтах может быть затруднительно.
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